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BPR-SWG 
 

 

HYDRAULIC BENCHES FOR LABORATORY TESTS 

 

The laboratory test benches have been designed to carry out tests to measure the hydraulic and 

regulating characteristics under dynamic conditions such as stability, response time, sensibility, 

leakage, on the following products: 

- hydro-sanitary taps, 

- single-control mixers, 

- thermostatic mixers, 

- automatic taps,  

- self-closing valves, 

- showers, 

- flexible hoses and accessories.  

The benches have been conceived to operate in compliance with the most important international 

standards: NF, KIWA, EN, UNI, ASME, ASSE, JAPMO, etc. 

The test benches BPR-SWG are equipped with workstation with 23” LCD 16:9 monitor, acquisition 

card, in order to allow the real-time analysis and recording all the test parameters; each test can be 

displayed or stored together with the most significant diagrams; a colour laser printer is also included.  

The standard software package includes an acquisition motor device to read up to 16 channels with 

high acquisition frequency adjustable from 300 to 5000 Hz. 

The software for laboratory management can be integrated with the optional software according to 

the installed accessories and the external units added to the main bench.  

 

The base unit BPR-SWG5010 can be integrated or completed with:  

 

 

WATER SUPPLY EQUIPMENTS: 
  

- TCW B2                  hot and cold water supply generator. 

- BPR-OPZ-HCR      water recovery device. 

 

 

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENTS, APPLICATIONS AND SOFTWARE for performance tests: 
 

- BPR-OPZ-D08 hydraulic rig according to D08 standard with 2+2 supply 

temperature jumps. 

- BPR-OPZ-DELTAP outlet plant according to EN 1111 standard. 

- BPR-OPZ-DIGM digital manometer for very low-pressure measurement. 

- BPR-OPZ-ROTMOT rotary motor and accessories for laboratory and endurance tests. 

- BPR-OPZ-LINMOT linear motor and accessories for laboratory and endurance tests. 

- BPR-OPZ-C-TM sensitivity and fidelity tests. 

- AQ2TB-ASTD automatic software for test according to EN 1111:2017 chap. 

13.5.1. 

- BPR-OPZ-SL-FM hard point (F1-F2) strength measure according to NF 077 

standard. 

- BPR-OPZ-FM device for mechanical strength test according to EN 817 

standard.  
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- BPR-OPZ-TP clamping device for production tests on cartridges. 

- BPR-OPZ-HP static and pulsing (water hammer) test station for faucets. 

- BPR-OPZ-HPFLEX static and pulsing (water hammer) test station for flexible hoses. 

- BPR-OPZ-ES01 electrical supply panel. 

- BPR-OPZ-HAMTEST hydraulic plant to measure the peak of pressure. 

- AQ2TB-DT/DQ automatic software for flow variation tests according to NF and 

EN standards. 

- BPR-OPZ-QFLEX device for flow-rate tests on flexible hoses. 

 

 

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENTS AND ACCESSORIES: 
 

- BT400-RUB comparison pump with protection cover for static pressure test. 

- BPR-OPZ-SHOWER cabinet for testing showers and showers column. 

 

 

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENTS AND SOFTWARE for endurance tests: 

 

- BPR-OPZ-LM  equipment and software for endurance of single lever mixers. 

- BPR-OPZ-LBM equipment and software for endurance of swivel spouts. 

- BPR-OPZ-LR  equipment and software for endurance of on-off flow controls. 

- BPR-OPZ-LPC  equipment and software for endurance of progressive 

cartridges. 

- BPR-OPZ-LCD  equipment and software for endurance of diverter cartridges. 

- BPR-OPZ-LD equipment and software for endurance of diverters & showers 

diverters. 

- BPR-OPZ-LCT equipment and software for endurance of thermostatic mixers 

(thermal element). 

- BPR-OPZ-LMWS equipment and software for endurance of multiway selectors. 

- BPR-OPZ-LH&C equipment and software for thermal shock tests. 

 

 


